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MARKET SITUATION
As the chip shortage continues to plague the market, everyone
including Global ETS is struggling with long lead times. In the last
two years, we worked tirelessly to add more testing capacity to
accommodate our customers. Thanks to our dedicated and
talented team, we are extremely excited to inform you of our
worldwide facilities expansion.

GLOBAL ETS, CALIFORNIA
To accommodate our customers
and continue to provide a first-class
service with a fast turnaround we
are happy to announce a grand
opening of a brand-new testing
facility with full testing capabilities
and value-added services located in
Ontario California. This 10K square
feet facility will provide customers
with more flexibility and allows for
a faster turnaround time. The
official opening of our new facility
will take place on Wednesday, June
8, 2022.
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HEADQUARTER

Headquarter in Odessa, FL. In the last year GETS had invested over
$2M+ in new equipment and upgrades to better service our
customers. GETS Florida is at 140 employees and is working 2 shifts
from 6 AM to 11:30 PM.
We are in the process to acquire a new building next door. A 7500
square footage to expand our Customer Services team, Sales team,
IT team, Engineering team, RD team, and Upper Management
team. Estimated June 2022

ADVANCE TECHNOLOGY
GETS Florida had just patented a new FPGA testing system. We
developed a universal FPGA testing system that tests up to 3000
BGA without a single wire required and can be set up in minutes.
We will be presenting this technology in June at the SMTA CALCE.
https://calce.umd.edu/stephen-saddow-2022

CREATIVE SOLUTIONS

GLOBAL ETS just roll out a new tracking system called Global
Electronics Tracking System (GETS). Using our proprietary AI
program this system will accurately predict a true turn time based
on the workload and employees. The customers can simply log in
to the portal and keep track of all their orders in real-time. The
feature will roll out to customer by third quarter of 2022.

USF COLLABORATION
We are proud to continue our collaboration with the University of
South Florida with our Robotic Electronics Authentication System
using AI and Machine Learning. This collaboration has resulted in 3
patents including 1. AdvanceCurveTracerSystemwithDeepLearningProjectCode:GAX0121-001 Electronic component authenticity via
electrical signal measurement and artificial intelligence with deep
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learning. 2. AI Counterfeit VisionSystem-ProjectCode:GVI0221-001
Auto system for visual inspection with hardware system for autocapture the picture. Deep learning model(CNN) to analyze the % of
the counterfeit issues. 3. Universal FPGA testing system

GLOBAL ETS, FLORIDA

In 2022 we added a second building located next to our
headquarters on 11548 Pyramid Drive, Odessa, FL 33556.
This will add additional capacity with full testing capabilities and
allows us to expand our Hi-Rel Automation Tinning department.

RE-BALLING SERVICES
COMING SOON
Global ETS will expand our ReBalling Services to with reducing
the current long lead-time and
provide our customers with more
options.

GLOBAL ETS CHINA

On May 2, 2022, Global ETS China moved to a new building. The
new facility has 20,000 square footage. We will quadruple our
current capacity with new equipment upgrades and additional
services. This allows us to better service our customers and reduces
the lead time.

NEW ADDRESS
Global ETS, China
301 Room B section ZhiDa industry park
LongPinXi Road LongCheng Street
LongGang Shenzhen
Contact: Peter Yan – Peter@gets-china.com
Phone: +86-0755-82911501 EXT 602
Web: www.gets-usa.com

GLOBAL ETS MALAYSIA

Global ETS Malaysia continues to grow and has made a tremendous
impact in Southeast Asia regions. We are expanding and adding
additional new staff and equipment. We are proud to be the only
component test laboratory certified to ISO / IEC 17025:2017 and
AS6171 in Southeast Asia.

HI-REL TINNING SERVICES
In May of 2022, Global ETS Malaysia
complete the additional Hi-Rel
Automation Tinning department
services our Aerospace customers.
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PRESIDENT
DAN@GETS-USA.COM
1-727-807-7991

ADDRESS
Global ETS Malaysia
Plot 88F, Lintang Bayan Lepas 10
Bayan Lepas Industrial Park 11900
Bayan Lepas, Penang Malaysia
Main Phone: 60-604-645-7991
Contact: hsteven@gets-mys.com
Web: www.gets-usa.com
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